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(57) ABSTRACT 
A splash grid is provided for installation in a rain Zone of 
liquid gas contacting industrial equipment. The splash grid 
has a Supporting frame assembly and multiple generally par 
allel elongate elements supported by the frame assembly. The 
elongate elements each has a transverse dimension, in plan 
view, not exceeding 3 mm, and a spacing in plan view not 
exceeding 10 mm. The elongate elements may be of a molded 
plastic material that is optionally integral with a Surround that 
forms, or is attached to, the Supporting frame assembly. Alter 
natively, the elongate elements may be separately manufac 
tured flexible filament or cord supported by a surround that 
forms or is attached to the Supporting frame assembly. The 
elongate elements may be staggered in the vertical direction 
and gaps may be provided for larger objects to pass through 
the Splash grid. A liquid cooling installation having a rain 
Zone fitted with a splash grid is also provided. 

11 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 7 
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SPLASH GRIDS FOR RAIN OR SPRAY 
ZONES 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a splash grid for use in industrial 
equipment in which rain or spray Zones are generated with 
liquid, typically water or an aqueous solution in the form of 
drops, being in contact with a gas, typically air, with a con 
sequent heat and mass transfer between the two phases. Such 10 
industrial equipment includes cooling towers commonly 
associated with thermal electrical powerplants and applies to 
rain or spray Zones in which drops fall under the influence of 
gravity or are propelled by a spray device. 

15 
BACKGROUND TO THE INVENTION 

Power plant efficiency is generally determined by pro 
jected electricity tariffs and power plant life cycle costs dur 
ing the design phase. By improving technology, life cycle 
costs can be reduced thus making it possible to improve 
power plant efficiency economically. 

Splash grid types of fills are used in cooling towers to 
enhance heat and mass transfer, in particular when cooling 
water quality is poor. Commercially available splash grids 
are, however, not specifically designed for reducing the drop 
size to a satisfactorily effective level and the drops of water 
falling from the existing Splash grids to create a rain Zone 
beneath them, are rather large. Existing splash grids have 
large open areas through which drops can pass without 
impingement on the grid. 

Rain or spray Zones comprise liquid drops with a poly 
disperse size distribution freefalling undergravity in moving 
or stationary gas. In rain Zones below cooling tower fills or 
packing, the drops drip from the base of the fill, whereas in 
spray Zones, the drops are produced by sprayers. 

It has been demonstrated semi-empirically using compu 
tational fluid dynamic models that the performance of cooling 
tower rain Zones and thus cooling towers can be increased 
significantly for different cases investigated, by reducing the 
Sauter mean drop diameter in the rain Zone. 

It would be desirable to provide splash grids that may be 
used to enhance the performance of the rain Zone below a 
conventional cooling tower fill and to thereby enhance the 
thermal performance of a cooling tower and result in a reduc 
tion in power plant costs and that may also be used in any 
other appropriate rain or spray Zone situation. 

It would also be desirable to provide splash grids suitable 
for achieving a drop size reduction in multiple liquid drops 
freefalling under the influence of gravity in moving or sta 
tionary gas or vapour for the enhancement of heat and mass 
transfer performance characteristics. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with one aspect of this invention there is 
provided a splash grid comprising a Supporting frame assem 
bly and multiple generally parallel elongate elements Sup 
ported by the frame assembly, the elongate elements each 
having a transverse dimension, in plan view, not exceeding 3 
mm, and a spacing in plan view not exceeding 10 mm. 

Further features of this aspect of the invention provide for 
the elongate elements to be either of moulded plastics mate 
rial that is optionally integral with a Surround that forms, or is 
attached to, the Supporting frame assembly or alternatively, 
for the elongate elements to be of a separately manufactured 
flexible filament or cord supported by a surround that forms or 
is attached to the supporting frame assembly; for the width of 65 
the elongate elements, in plan view, to be from 1 to 3 mm; for 
the elongate elements to be staggered in the vertical direction 
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2 
in order to diminish gas pressure drop across the Splash grid; 
for the elongate elements to be arranged to optimise the 
probability of drops impinging on an elongate element during 
passage through the Splash grid; for gaps to be provided in a 
Splash grid or splash grid assembly for larger objects such as 
sponge balls of a condenser tube cleaning system to pass 
through the Splash grid or splash grid assembly without get 
ting caught and blocking the grid; and for intermediate lateral 
bracing for Support of the elongate elements to be minimised 
to avoid nodes being formed from which dripping can take 
place. 

Various possibilities exist for the arrangement of the splash 
grids Such that the elongate elements in sectional side view 
adopt various different positions relative to each other 
depending on the available space and the requirements. The 
following are a few possible arrangements that are given by 
way of example only. 

In the event that no larger objects need to be accommo 
dated, the splash grids could simply be in the form of hori 
Zontal panels. The splash grids may be arranged in a single 
layer or more than one layer in which instance the individual 
elongate elements can be offset relative to each other in the 
vertical direction to provide the best possible chance of fall 
ing drops impinging on an elongate element. 

In the event that larger objects need to be accommodated 
with generally flat panels, they can be inclined somewhat to 
the horizontal to provide vertical gaps between the lower end 
of one panel and the upper end of the next panel. 

In the event that vertical space is more freely available, the 
elongate elements may be arranged in groups that are alter 
nately higher and lower so that gaps for larger objects are 
provided between the terminal elongate member of one group 
and the terminal member of the next Sub-jacent or Super 
jacent group thereof. The elongate elements in a group may be 
arranged to follow an arched arrangement so that larger 
objects landing on a group will tend to roll off towards one 
side of the group or the other. 

Alternatively, the elongate elements may be arranged inflat 
inclined groups providing inclined gaps between the groups 
for the passage of larger objects through the splash grid with 
the inclined groups covering Substantially the entire area, in 
plan view. 

In accordance with a second aspect of the invention there is 
provided a liquid cooling installation including a generally 
upright flow path, a liquid distribution arrangement for liquid 
to be cooled in an upper region thereof, a conventional or 
similar fill below the liquid distribution arrangement and over 
which the liquid to be cooled is to flow, in use, and a rain Zone 
beneath the conventional or similar fill, the liquid cooling 
installation being characterised in that splash grids as defined 
above are installed within the rain Zone above a liquid collec 
tion facility in a lower region of the installation. 

Further features of this aspect of the invention provide for 
the splash grids to be positioned between 200 mm and 600 
mm below the fill; and for the liquid cooling installation to be 
a cooling tower of otherwise generally conventional con 
struction. 

In order that the invention may be more fully understood 
various configurations of splash grids will be described below 
with reference to the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is an isometric view of two generally planar splash 

grid panels; 
FIG. 2 is a schematic side elevation of one arrangement of 

Splash grid panels in which no larger objects are to be accom 
modated; 
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FIG. 3 is a schematic side elevation of a second arrange 
ment of Splash grid panels in which larger objects are to be 
accommodated and the panels are inclined to the horizontal; 

FIG. 4 is a schematic sectional view through a simple panel 
of the type illustrated in FIG. 2; 

FIG. 5 is a similar schematic sectional view through a 
Splash grid in which the elongate elements are arranged into 
Vertically spaced planes; 

FIG. 6 is a similar schematic sectional view through a 
Splash grid in which the elongate elements are arranged in 
Vertically spaced groups; 

FIG. 7 is a similar schematic sectional view through a 
Splash grid in which the elongate elements are arranged in 
spaced inclined planes; and, 

FIG. 8 is a schematic sectional elevation through a liquid 
cooling installation according to the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION WITH REFERENCE 
TO THE DRAWINGS 

In the simplest embodiment of the invention, as illustrated 
in FIGS. 1, 2 and 4, a splash grid comprises injection moulded 
plastics panels, generally indicated by numeral (1), each of 
which comprises a Surround (2) having integral multiple gen 
erally parallel elongate elements (3) supported by the sur 
round. Each elongate element has a transverse dimension, in 
plan view, not exceeding 3 mm, and conveniently about 2 
mm, and a spacing in plan view of about 5 mm. 
The elongate elements are, in this instance, of moulded 

plastics material but they could be of a separately manufac 
tured flexible filament or cord supported by the surround. 
Also, in this embodiment of the invention, the elongate ele 
ments are of square or rectangular cross-section but they 
could be of any other Suitable cross-sectional shape. 

In the arrangement illustrated in FIGS. 1, 2 and 4, the 
Splash grids are arranged in a single horizontal layer. In Such 
an instance there is no provision made for accommodating 
larger objects passing through the splash grids. 
As a variation to this arrangement, and as shown in FIG. 5, 

the elongate elements (6) may be arranged in two different 
horizontal planes (7) with the elongate elements in one plane 
being offset in the vertical direction relative to those in the 
other plane. This arrangement increases the space between 
the elongate elements that is available for the flow of gas 
through the Splash grid. 

In the event that larger objects need to be accommodated, 
and as illustrated in FIG. 3, the generally flat panels can be 
inclined somewhat to the horizontal to provide vertical gaps 
(9) between the lower end (10) of one panel and the upper end 
(11) of the next panel. 

In the event that vertical space is more freely available, and 
as shown in FIG. 6, the elongate elements may be arranged in 
groups (14) that are alternately higher and lower so that lateral 
gaps (15) for larger objects are provided between the terminal 
elongate member (16) of one group and the terminal member 
(17) of the next sub-jacent or super-jacent group thereof. The 
elongate elements in a group may be arranged to follow an 
arched arrangement so that larger objects landing on a group 
will tend to roll off towards one side of the group or the other. 

Alternatively, and as shown in FIG. 7, the elongate ele 
ments (20) may be arranged in flat inclined groups providing 
inclined gaps (21) between the groups for the passage of 
larger objects through the Splash grid. The elongate elements 
are arranged to Substantially cover the entire area in plan 
view. 

In all cases the elongate elements are arranged to optimise 
the probability of drops impinging on them during passage 
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4 
through the Splash grid. Also, any intermediate or lateral 
bracing for Supporting the elongate elements is minimised in 
order to avoid nodes being created from which dripping could 
be promoted. 

Referring now to FIG. 8 of the drawings, and as provided 
by the second aspect of the invention, a liquid cooling instal 
lation, Such as may be associated with a conventional cooling 
tower, includes a generally upright flow path (23) having in an 
upper region thereof a liquid distribution arrangement (24) 
for liquid to be cooled. The liquid distribution arrangement 
distributes liquid, typically hot water, over a conventional fill 
(25) over which the water is to flow, in use. This creates a rain 
Zone (26) beneath the fill and splash grids (27) of any of the 
types described above are installed within the rain Zone above 
a liquid collection facility (28) in a lower region of the instal 
lation. As indicated above, the splash grids are preferably 
positioned between about 200 mm and 600mm below the fill. 

It is to be noted that the efficiency of a thermal powerplant 
is strongly dependent on the performance of its cooling sys 
tem. From thermodynamics, a 3° C. reduction in Steam tem 
perature in the condenser or steam turbine exhaust of a mod 
ern power plant, can lead to a more than 1% increase in gross 
power output and efficiency, depending on the power plant or 
steam turbine performance characteristics. In wet-cooled 
power plants, this can be achieved by enhancing cooling 
tower and condenser performance to reduce the cooling water 
inlet temperature to the condenser by about 3°C., which will 
also result in a possible 0.8% reduction in evaporation and 
blow-down losses due to reduced heat load. 

It will be understood that numerous variations may be 
made to the examples of the invention described above with 
out departing from the scope hereof. Also, the splash grids 
provided by the invention could be used in air-conditioning 
units, distillation columns, power plant de-aerators, and fills 
in some types of seawater desalination plants. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A liquid cooling installation comprising: 
a generally vertical flow path, 
a liquid distribution arrangement for a liquid to be cooled in 

an upper region thereof, 
a fill below the liquid distribution arrangement, wherein 

the fill is configured so that, in use, the liquid to be 
cooled flows over the fill, 

a rain Zone beneath the fill, 
at least one splash grid installed horizontally within the 

rain Zone, in a manner Such that the splash grid does not 
contact the fill, and 

a liquid collection facility in a lower region of the liquid 
cooling installation below the at least one splash grid, 

wherein the splash grid comprises a Supporting frame 
assembly and multiple generally parallel elongate ele 
ments supported by the frame assembly, the elongate 
elements each having a transverse dimension, in plan 
view, not exceeding 3 mm, and a spacing in plan view 
not exceeding 10 mm. 

2. A liquid cooling installation as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein the at least one splash grid is positioned between 200 
mm and 600 mm below the fill. 

3. A liquid cooling installation as claimed in claim 2 
wherein the liquid cooling installation is a cooling tower. 

4. A splash grid as claimed in claim 1, wherein the elongate 
elements are of a molded plastic material that is optionally 
integral with a surround that forms, or is attached to, the 
Supporting frame assembly. 

5. A liquid cooling installation as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein the elongate elements are separately manufactured 
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flexible filament or cord supported by a surround that forms or 
is attached to the Supporting frame assembly. 

6. A liquid cooling installation as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein the width of the elongate elements, in plan view, is 
from 1 to 3 mm. 5 

7. A liquid cooling installation as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein the elongate elements are staggered in the vertical 
direction. 

8. A liquid cooling installation as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein gaps are provided in the splash grid or a splash grid 10 
assembly for larger objects to pass through the Splash grid or 
Splash grid assembly without getting caught and blocking the 
grid. 

9. A liquid cooling installation as claimed in claim 8. 
wherein the grid has a plurality of generally flat panels that are 15 
inclined somewhat to the horizontal to provide vertical gaps 
between the lower end of one panel and the upper end of the 
next panel. 

10. A liquid cooling installation as claimed in claim 8. 
wherein the elongate elements are arranged in groups that are 20 
alternately higher and lower so that gaps for larger objects are 
provided between a terminal elongate member of one group 
and a terminal member of a next Subjacent or Super-jacent 
group thereof. 

11. A liquid cooling installation as claimed in claim 8, 25 
wherein the elongate elements are arranged in flat inclined 
groups providing inclined gaps between the groups for the 
passage of larger objects through the Splash grid with the 
inclined groups covering Substantially the entire area, in plan 
view. 30 


